The egalitarian allotment of gametes to each allele at a locus (Mendel's law of 9 segregation) is a near-universal phenomenon characterizing inheritance in sexual 10 populations. As exceptions to Mendel's law are known to occur, one can investigate why 11 non-Mendelian segregation is not more common using modifier theory. Earlier work 12 assuming sex-independent modifier effects in a random mating population with 13 heterozygote advantage concluded that equal segregation is stable over long-term 14 evolution. Subsequent investigation, however, demonstrated that the stability of the 15 Mendelian scheme disappears when sex-specific modifier effects are allowed. Here I derive 16 invasion conditions favoring the repeal of Mendelian law in mixed and obligate selfing 17 populations. Oppositely-directed segregation distortion in the production of male and 18 female gametes is selected for in the presence of overdominant fitness. The conditions are 19 less restrictive than under panmixia in that strong selection can occur even without 20 differential viability of reciprocal heterozygotes (i.e. in the absence of parent-of-origin 21 effects at the overdominant fitness locus). Generalized equilibria are derived for full selfing. 22 23 24 25 a condition of persistent variation for segregation distortion as is found in mice (e.g. t-36 haplotypes; Dunn 1957), Drosophila (e.g. SD-haplotypes; Sandler, Hiraizumi, and Sandler 37 1959), the chromosomal knobs of maize (Rhoades 1942), and various cases of sex 38 chromosome drive (e.g. Gershenson 1928), among a number of other examples; often such 39 drivers carry a number of fitness costs in both heterozygous and homozygous genotypes 40 (reviewed in Burt and Trivers 2006). But even these cases are unstable in the long run, 41 since an intermediate frequency of a selfish driver will select for suppressors throughout 42 the genome, and so the existence of segregation distortion at some locus is regularly 43 destabilized by adaptive countermeasures aimed at restoring the Mendelian order. 44 Considerations such as these seem to argue that Mendelian ratios ought to be widespread 45 (in accord with observation) and evolutionarily stable. However, Úbeda and Haig (2005) 46 proved the existence of conditions in which rare modifiers are expected to invade a 47 resident population by virtue of promoting meiotic drive at unlinked autosomal loci subject 48 to fitness variation. In the present work, I demonstrate that the conditions for evolving a 49 stable phenotype of meiotic drive are even less restrictive when self-fertilization is 50 included in the model. 51 The general evolutionary causes of autosomal adherence to Mendelian segregation has 52 received sporadic attention in the theoretical population genetics literature since it was 53 first modeled in the Brandvain and Coop 2015). One branch of these efforts assumes a random mating 56 population with a focal locus subject to di-allelic variation and heterozygote advantage, in 57 3 which the alleles have evolved to a stable equilibrium. A second locus is assumed to be 58 variable for alleles that modify the segregation ratio at the focal fitness locus. The key 59 question is: what are the conditions favoring the spread of a rare modifier? Early models 60 investigated sex-independent variables and parameters. Notable results include Liberman 61 (1976), who found that in a population fixed for a resident phenotype of Mendelian 62 segregation, rare modifiers could spread under broad conditions: any rate of 63 recombination less than one-half can result in the invasion of a drive-enhancer (i.e. a 64
Introduction 26
Despite a growing number of examples where the rule of Mendelian segregation is violated 27 (e.g. Fishman and Saunders 2008 , Didion et al. 2016 , Nuckolls et al. 2017 , exceptions to 28 fair meiosis in the form of meiotic drivers are thought to be relatively uncommon (Crow 29 1991). Among the exceptions, many cases of meiotic drive may be transient in that they 30 involve the spread of an initially rare segregation distorter that quickly rises all the way to 31 fixation. Drivers of this sort are consistent with the observation of widespread adherence 32 to the Mendelian scheme, since fixation entails the loss of manifestation of the drive 33 phenotype. Other cases of meiotic drive may involve homozygous fitness costs of sufficient 34 magnitude to allow for the initial increase of a driver but not its fixation, and so give rise to 35 assess the long-term stability of all-and-none segregation to unlinked modifiers that alter 114 the ratios closer to equality. In addition, I derive generalized equilibrium genotype 115 frequencies for the case of full selfing. Assuming a monoecious population with sex-differentiated meiosis, I examine a two-locus, 118 two-allele discrete-generation deterministic model with an autosomal fitness locus, A, and 119 an unlinked autosomal modifier locus, B. The fitness scheme is WAa = 1 > WAA, Waa ≥ 0. In 120 heterozygotes, the resident segregation ratio of A : a is equal to 1-0 : 0 in sperm and 1- , which is valid for i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and such that ij and ji are not distinguishable. ′ is the 128 next-generation frequency of the genotype composed of haplotypes i and j (the labels are 129 AB = 1, Ab = 2, aB = 3, ab = 4). The and terms are the male and female gametic 130 frequencies, respectively, subsequent to zygotic selection of diploids, and are given by = 3). 169 The stability of (̂,̂) to the introduction of infinitesimal variation at B (external stability) :
.
179
Result 1: The parameters for which | | > 1 holds true are broad. Resident
180
Mendelian populations with partial selfing (0 < S < 1) and heterozygote advantage (0 ≤ W 181 <1) select for modifiers that impose oppositely-directed sex-specific meiotic drive of any 182 intensity:
While the invasion analysis provides the conditions for the long-term spread of a rare The lack of appreciable modifier evolution within 10 5 generations for the weakest 208 intensities of drive and selection in Fig. 1 calls for an investigation into cases where only 209 one of these processes exhibits small values, while the other process is strong. An 210 examination of cases reveals that weak segregation distortion and strong selection does 211 not guarantee timely evolution of modifiers (Fig. 2) , nor does weak selection and strong 212 distortion ( Fig. 3 Fig. S1 ).
218
The invasion analysis (Result 1) and the preceding numerical results took on the 219 restrictive assumption that homozygote fitnesses were equal, and so I also present a 220 sample of numerical results where this assumption is relaxed. A difference in fitness 221 between the homozygotes (AA and aa) of course results in lower initial heterozygosity at A, 222 and a slower invasion rate of the modifier as compared to the case of equal homozygote 223 fitness (Fig. 4a,b) ; a shift in the frequency at the A locus occurs away from its Mendelian 224 equilibrium to a new value. In addition, if asymmetrically sex-reflected ratios (i.e. ≠ 1-
225
) are investigated, a modifier polymorphism can appear ( Fig. 4c-d) . In some cases ( Fig.   226 4c), the mutant modifier winds up at an internal neutral equilibrium because the process of 227 modifier selection causes a frequency shift at the A locus into a fixation state; such an event 228 stops any further directional selection at the B locus. In other cases (Fig. 4d ), alleles at A 229 and B are both internally stabilized; for the B locus, this owes to a balance of forces 230 11 between (1) an adaptive reduction in the segregation load (i.e. lowered homozygote 231 production) and (2) allow for the modifier mutant to fix (Fig. 4e,f) .
234
External stability of all-and-none to drive suppressors in a partial selfing population selected against in these more general circumstances (Supplemental file).
265
The case of full selfing (S = 1) 266 In the absence of outcrossing, the model reduces to a linear dynamical system for which the 267 equilibrium can be readily derived for any initial genotype frequencies and general replaced with meiotic drivers.
325
Following Eshel (1985) and Úbeda and Haig (2005) , here I adopt the modifier's eye view of 326 long-term evolution, rather than focusing on the short-term dynamics of meiotic drive 327 alleles per se. The modifier perspective is key, since whatever the short-term evolutionary 328 dynamics of any particular driver may be, the ultimate fate of drivers over the long-term 329 will owe to the make-up of the genetic background (Eshel 1996, Eshel and Feldman 2001) .
330
If the genes capable of modifying drive phenotypes overwhelmingly benefit from 331 suppressing such behavior, then any particular meiotic driver is destined for extinction on 332 a timescale that is limited only by the introduction and spread of suppressor alleles at the 333 relevant loci. Given that unlinked modifiers are likely to be more numerous than linked 334 modifiers from the perspective of any particular distorter, the dissent or approval of the Additionally, there is a lack of realism associated with having a single modifier directly 370 control the production of both male and female gametes (Úbeda 2006 ). An attempt to 371 adhere closely to realism would involve investigating a rather complicated model that 372 incorporates two sex-limited modifier genes encoded at different loci (one for each sex), as 373 well as multiple alleles at the fitness locus representing the simultaneous variation at A of 374 sex-limited distorters and wild-type Mendelian alleles. It is not clear whether the 375 simplifying assumption on modifier control is ultimately misleading.
376
While these considerations and others may be relevant, at present a decisive argument for 377 why all-and-none segregation is not the normal mode of inheritance in natural populations, 378 selfing or otherwise, has not been established. The near-universality of Mendelian 379 segregation rests securely on observation but lacks a convincing adaptationist explanation.
380
Perhaps a conclusive idea of the pertinent constraints will emerge from more realistic 381 multi-locus scenarios. What is clear is that our understanding has shifted from the feeling 382 of a satisfying denouement derived from earlier sex-independent models to a sort of 383 puzzlement that stems from consideration of sex-differentiated meiosis.
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